
Yeah. OK. Just tell us what you remember of it. 

Since-- the first one is a Japanese visa to get into Tianjin. On the other side you can see the J which was in every 
passport of Jewish refugees. And to your own name you had to it's Sara at the time. So that's why so many middle 
names. 

My real name is [INAUDIBLE]. Mathilda is a regular middle name and Marty is my Jewish name. And the Sara had to 
be added because Marty was not on their list. 

OK. 

Yeah. 

Go. 

OK, go ahead again. Just give me a sec. 

One second. 

I don't-- OK. 

This just gives you the information and the picture which is on every passport. 

And the stamps? 

I guess they put those on-- that's what you have on passports, stamps. They don't mean anything. They're just the local 
stamp. You see the swastika [INAUDIBLE]. 

OK. 

OK. 

This just states that this passport is good for within the country and outside the country with another swastika stamp at 
the bottom. 

[? You sure ?] [INAUDIBLE] 

OK. 

[? Are ?] [? you ?] [? ready? ?] This is a stamp when we left Germany at the border on the Alps going into Italy. This is 
the information. We were allowed to take 10 marks out of Germany. So we got 9.95, according to the change, I guess. 
This was a stamp when we reached Colombo, we could go on shore, and they gave us the stamp. 

The last stamp is the one when we arrived in Tianjin in North China. 

[INAUDIBLE] 

[INAUDIBLE] 

OK. It's OK. 

Here's another stamp when we arrived in Tianjin, and that must belong to Tianjin. This is a visa for four provinces in 
China, which we had to get in Tianjin, because that was one of the provinces we were in. 
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[INAUDIBLE] 

OK. 

This visa was to bring us back to Shanghai, that we were allowed to enter Shanghai. I don't know what this stamp is. It 
was done by the Japanese consulate in Tianjin. 

[INAUDIBLE] 

Life or death, it really is. 

OK. 

Then you had one more document here? 

Yes. 

OK. 

Oh, this is an international inoculation record, which we had to get to leave Shanghai to come to America. 

[INAUDIBLE] 

OK. 

And this shows that I was inoculated against cholera. 
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